
VCOP - Conjunctions
“but” or “so” - which is the best conjunction? 

My favourite TV show is on             I’m too tired to watch it. 

I am tired               I will go to bed. 

We were going to go to the park today                it rained. 

It rained               we stayed inside. 

The vase smashed              now we have to buy a new one. 

I dropped the vase                it didn’t smash. 

I ordered a burger                   it was burnt. 

My burger was burnt                I sent it back.

My friend was upset                    I gave her a hug.

I gave my friend a hug                she was still upset.

I love playing football                I don’t like playing hockey.

I love playing football                   I decided to join a team.

My favourite food is cake                I know it isn’t very good for me.

I want to be healthy               I eat lots of fruit and vegetables.

Goldilocks was hungry                  she decided to eat some porridge.

Goldilocks tried the porridge                    it was too salty.
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VCOP   − Conjunctions
‘Before’ or ‘because’   − which is the best conjunction?

I washed my hands                             I sat down for dinner.

I washed my hands                             they were dirty.

I got sent to my room                             I was mean to my brother.

Dad took us for a milkshake                             we were well behaved.

Dad took us for a milkshake                             we went home.

I painted a picture for Granny                             it was her birthday.

I wrapped up the picture                             I gave it to her.

I cleaned my room                             my friend arrived.

We played in the garden                             my room was messy.

The princess had to kiss the frog                             it turned into a prince.

I put on my wellies                             I went outside.

I put on my wellies                             the garden was muddy.

I read my book                             I went to bed.

You should butter the toast                             it goes cold.

I like my toast buttered                             it tastes better.

Most babies crawl                             they learn to walk.
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Joining Sentences 

 
Use the connectives to match the beginning and end of the sentence together.   

Be careful… the sentences are mixed up! Write the sentences into your books.   

You can only use each connective once.  Remember that there is a capital letter at the 

beginning and a full stop at the end. 

 

Beginning Connective End. 

Alan was at school because he does not like peas. 

Lacey ate breakfast but brushing her teeth. 

We had indoor break whilst  there was a storm. 

Ali watched television before it was raining. 

James likes potatoes after I chase cats. 

Dogs chase me and  she stayed in bed. 

I fell asleep  so  he went to bed. 

Mary wasn’t well during the Christmas play. 


